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Open Source Application Control (OSAC) is an open source driver for STAG GAS sensor. OSAC allows
to view unit temperature and ADCO data on Q GENERATION and STAG GAS computer.According to

the data acquired from STAG GAS computer Temperature and Allco units stay stable even during the
visit of heavy traffic on motorways. The record of gas consumption and consumption of specific
types of fuel per vehicle per each time interval is available for analysis at the request of vehicle

operator. Operation of STAG GAS PC in computers is not connected with a monthly consumption of
gas and all operations are reported by consumed gas units in vehicles. As you can see there are

problems. Please consider following the detailed instruction below and download the correct version
of the application for your PC. Then restart your PC and consider installation of the correct firmware
for your GAS computer. Please be informed that a service update of QGeneration firmware (QBox,
QNext, QMax) is required for new installations and for systems arriving for periodic maintenance.

The software change is dictated by the need to maintain compatibility with functional and
technological changes introduced in the QGeneration product line. The application with the update

package number v0.36 should be downloaded directly from and carry out the update on all
computers used to set calibration on controllers in the cars. Please do not postpone this actions and

carry it out as soon as possible. Base Station must be connected to electric supply. Base station
power is supplied by USB port. Connection with the base station needs to be established before

commencing the gas injection. Base station must be placed in the center of car under the
windscreen. Base station must be registered in the system: the user must press the button “ADD

BASE STATION” and enter the serial number into the field “STAG-PIXEL BASE STATION
REGISTERATION
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With MainStage you can take great audio from virtually any audio source and easily transform that
into an innovative vocal or instrumental performance. MainStage gives you access to all the amazing
new effects and processing that you would expect from a professional studio, including customizable
fx, beats, songs, and audio loops. However, with MainStage, youll save time and effort by focusing
on composing, singing, arranging, recording, and mixing the music that inspires you. All the tools
you need are integrated into one convenient interface, so it doesnt matter what your instrument,

Mac, iPhone, or iPad is, youll be able to compose, record, and perform in real time. In 2008,
Propellerhead launched a 3-year project, the Acoustic Stage: a way of bringing the same studio-

grade audio quality to the stage with intuitive software that just makes sense. Propellerheads latest
software is called Live 9. Its a completely new approach to compositional, performance, and

production software. It makes it possible to quickly create high-quality sound using all the features of
your Mac, including any MIDI keyboard, backing track, or audio device. Its also completely scalable,
meaning you can build your own soundtracks on the fly. And for this, theres no need for any special
hardware; you can connect any audio device and use it as part of your live rig. So you dont need any

fancy speakers to make that amazing kickdrum sound, or a separate interface for your backing
track. Everything in MainStage is transportable. So you can take this extraordinary performance to

wherever you want. 5ec8ef588b
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